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Abstract: 
Currently researchers have shown immeasurable awareness in Brain Computer Interface (BCI) systems, 
which enable any user to exchange intelligence and knowledge with surrounding and control instruments 
by using brain signals; concept is identified as Affective Computing. In this work we are using the SEED 
database, which is publically available to classify three emotions Positive, Negative and Neutral. Five 
electrode pairs from various brain regions like Prefrontal, Frontal, Temporal, Parietal and Occipital are 
selected for this work based on previous research. Diverse time domain and time frequency domain features 
are extracted from EEG signals. Wavelet Transform (WT) is used to extract a variety of time frequency 
domain features. Daubechies wavelet function (db6) with 6 levels of decomposition is used to split EEG 
signals into various frequency bands (δ, θ, α, β and γ). SVM and k-NN algorithms are used as classifiers to 
estimate classification performance. Hypothetical results illustrate an average classification accuracy of 
62.4% for classifying three emotions. Gamma and Beta, the higher frequency bands perform well in 
emotion recognition. 
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1. Introduction 

Human emotion is a psychological and incredibly complicated state of human being having correlation with 
mental activity. It can be intertwined with things like behavior, feelings, thoughts, reactions to internal or external 
stimuli, and so on. In today's technologically advanced world, emotion recognition is a critical issue. Researchers 
are working on various technologies and methodologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, 
Logistic Regression, Extreme Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Fast Fourier Transform, Neural Network, 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and Power Spectral Deficiency (PSD), and so on to improve Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI). It is necessary because people are so inextricably linked to various types of machines 
in order to solve daily problems. Medical diagnosis and analysis, e-learning, home and city automation, music 
therapy, AI-based conversations, social media, video gaming, online shopping, recommendation systems, safe 
driving , military, and so on are just a few examples. For such applications it is critical task in real time to make 
machine adaptable of humans’ emotional state and user friendly. 
        Human emotions can be recognized by various techniques like facial expressions, speech tone and gesture 
appearance. But often these emotions are not sufficient to detect internal true emotion since many times these 
external emotions are fake. This is one kind of approach to identify emotion. Another approach is, as 
emotions are biological status, associated with the nervous system. These conditions are brought on by neuro-
physiological changes generally related with opinion, feelings, and behavioral responses. The Brain is most 
important and valuable part of the human body and the resource of internal true emotion. A several methods and 
approaches have been suggested by various researchers to disclose relation between emotion and EEG signal      
[Md. Asadur et.al.(2019), Kalyani et.al.(2020)]. The Researchers used various physical parameters like 
Electrocardiogram (ECG), Electromyogram (EMG), Heart rate and Skin conductive resistance (SCR) for 
recognizing emotions. Some investigators used speech and facial expression for emotion classification. 
        The Electroencephalogram signals are used to detect human emotions by placing electrodes on the human 
skull [Faust et.al.(2018)]. Many researchers have done a lot of research in this area, however recognizing an 
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emotion for machine is very challenging task [Thipathi et.al. (2018)]. In previous study researchers applied time 
frequency distribution and various spectral analysis techniques like discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 
[Anagnostopoulos et.al.(2015)] and Fourier transform (FT) [Mert et.al.(2018)] for identification of emotion. As 
EEG signal is non stationary in nature, its frequency components change with time. As we know that only time 
components or frequency components are not enough to identify emotion. So to attain occupied knowledge of an 
EEG signal in temporal and spatial domain one are using continuous wavelet transform (CWT). It is challenging 
task to recognize different emotions of different subjects because of non linear nature of EEG signal. Thus 
selection of channels and various features is critical task in identifying human emotions correctly [Sadiq 
et.al.(2019), Kevric et al.(2017)] used wavelet packet decomposition method to decompose EEG signal. They 
used same method for denoising the signal and achieve classification accuracy of 92.8%. [Gupta et al. (2019)] 
proposes wavelet based feature extraction techniques for SEED database. Authors used flexible analytical wavelet 
transform, channel specific technique, which selects channel using machine learning techniques. They attain 
accuracy of 83.3%.[Zangeneh et al.(2018)] gives feature selection method with frontal and occipital electrodes 
for classification and got accuracy of 90%. Selection of appropriate features is helpful to maximize performance 
of classifier. Thus it reduces the dimensionality of feature set. There are many techniques which can be applied to 
prevent feature selection problems. First is filtering approach based on ranking technique, which selects functions 
based on scores tasks based on their relevance and defining thresholds for filtering out irrelevant features.[Mert 
et al.(2018)] classify two dimensional emotional states using SVM and ANN classifiers by differential entropy 
on various rhythms is used as a feature. According to the authors [Zhang et.al.(2019), Duan et.al(2013)] beta and 
Gamma band are most effective for emotion recognition. Researchers study various linear and non linear time 
frequency features using neural network for classification. [Thammasan et. al.(2016)] explains how selection of 
specific channels is important for emotion recognition. Author works on 32 channels and ten specific channels 
(F3, F4, FP1, FP2, P3, P4, T7, T8, 01 and O2). The accuracy of ten channels is better than 32 channels.[Jie et.al. 
(2014)] author uses entropy of samples as a feature to classify emotions. Author selects front lobe electrodes F3, 
CP5, FP2, FZ and FC2 for their research. Few works have investigates the spatial domain individuality of multi 
channel EEG and it may also contain useful information. 
        In previous study, researchers used selective number of channels to recognize human emotions. This 
increases the computation speed but decreases the accuracy rate. [Wagh et.al.(2020)] uses different pairs of 
channel (12 channels, 9 channels, 6 channels and 4 channels) for emotion classification using various wavelet 
coefficients and entropy as features. SVM and KNN classifiers are used for classification. Despite many of BCI’s 
techniques for capturing EEG signals for emotion classification are there. However there is still scope for 
improvement in extracting features including accuracy. 
         
2.  Experiment Design 
 

Various phases like collection of EEG data, pre-processing of EEG signal, feature extraction and their importance, 
feature reduction and classification are included in proposed system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        

Fig.1. Block diagram of proposed system  

 
2.1 SEED Database 
 

SJTU Emotion EEG Dataset (SEED) is a collection of EEG dataset provided by the BCMI laboratory. The dataset 
is for emotion analysis and it is freely available. Total 15 Chinese film clips with 4 minutes duration (Positive, 
Neutral and Negative emotions) were chosen as stimuli for this experiment. Fifteen Chinese subjects (7 males and 
8 females) contributed in the experiments. There are totally 15 trials for each experiment.  Each subject performed 
the experiment three times with an interval of about one week. The data was down sampled to 200Hz. Data was 
preprocessed using bandpass filter from 0-75Hz.   
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2.2 Channel Selection 
 

Asymmetries of left and right lobe of brain are generally used in emotion detection. According to the previous 
research, the left hemisphere of brain processes positive emotions and right hemisphere of brain processes 
negative emotions. Thus left lobe of brain is concerned in high values of valence like positive, happy emotions 
and right lobe of brain is concerned in lower valence like angry, sad. By considering pervious work, we select five 
electrode pairs Prefrontal (FP1-FP2), Frontal (F3-F4), Temporal (T3-T4), Parietal (P7-P8) and Occipital (O1-O2) 
out of 62 electrodes. 
 
2.3 Feature Extraction 
 

Extracting meaningful information from preprocessed EEG signal is Feature Extraction. A quantity that represents 
uniqueness between classes is a feature. It is a numerical value characterizing a data or providing some information 
about the data. 
 
2.3.1 Time domain features  
 

In this paper, we are using five different kinds of time domain features. 
 

(1)  Standard Deviation of raw EEG signal –  
 

σ   ∑ X n  μx
/

         (1) 

 
 where X(n) represents the value of nth sample of EEG signal, n = 1,2,…..N 
 

(2)  The Mean of raw signal – 
 

       μx   ∑ X n                                       (2) 

 
(3) Skewness - The lack of symmetry or the asymmetry of an EEG signal can be measure with this parameter. A 
positive value of skewness specifies that an EEG signal is scattered more to the left of the mean value. A Negative 
value shows that the EEG signal is dispersed more to the right of the mean. 
 

                                          𝛾  
 μ  

                          (3) 

 
(4)  Kurtosis - It is a statistical parameter used to measures the complexity of an EEG signal.  
 

                                       𝐾𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠  
  

 
        (4) 

 
where E is the expected value estimator of the signal x(n) 
 

(5)  Hjorth Parameters – It is time domain feature used to analyze EEG signal. Activity, Mobility and Complexity 
are three parameters we can measure.  
 

                                                   𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦  ∑  µ
              (5) 

 

                                                     𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦  
′

                         (6) 
 

                                                   𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦  
′

                                                          (7) 
 

Here activity is nothing but signal power, Mobility is mean frequency and Complexity is change in frequency. 
 

2.3.2 Frequency domain features 
 

Various mathematical tools like Fourier Transform, Fast Fourier Transform, and Short Time Fourier Transform 
are available for EEG feature extraction. In this work we use Wavelet Transform to extract various time frequency 
domain features as this method is suitable for non stationary signal like EEG. Discrete Wavelet Transform is used 
to decomposition EEG signal in various frequency bands. We are using Daubechies ‘db6’ type wavelet transform 
with 6 decomposition levels to get various frequency bands like δ, θ, α, β and γ. DWT uses a technique known as 
Multi Resolution Analysis (MRA) in which EEG signal is break up into various coefficients called as 
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approximation (CA) and detailed (CD) coefficients. Afterward approximation signal once again decomposed into 
new CA and CD variables.  
 

𝑋𝑤𝑡 𝜏, 𝑠  
1

|𝑠|
𝑥 𝑡 𝜑 ∗

𝑡 𝜏
𝑠

∞

∞
 𝑑𝑡 

 
where x(t) is raw EEG signal, s is scale factor and 𝜑 is mother wavelet.  
 

Decomposition Levels Frequency Bands 
(Hz) 

Decomposed Signals EEG Bands 

1 100-200 D1 Noise 
2 50-100 D2 Higher Gamma 
3 25-50 D3 Lower Gamma 
4 12-25 D4 Beta 
5 6-12 D5 Alpha 
6 3-6 D6 Theta 
6 0-3 A6 Delta 

  
Table 1. Decomposition of EEG signal into five frequency bands and noise 

 
 

 
Fig. 2: Time domain EEG signal from channel FP1 & FP2 for various emotions 
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Fig. 3.  Decomposition of EEG signal in various frequency bands using db6 with 6 levels of signal decomposition 
 

After getting various frequency bands we have calculated Power Spectral Density using pwelch method with 
Hamming window of size 200 samples. Then we have calculated various features like Power, Standard Deviation, 
Variance of various frequency bands delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma. Thus we have calculated five time 
domain features and five frequency domain features for our work. 
 
2.4 Emotion Classification 
 

In this work, we analytically evaluate classification assessment of support vector machine (SVM), K nearest 
neighbor (KNN) for emotion identification. 70% of data is used for training the model and 30% data is used for 
testing purpose.  
 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised data classification algorithm with good scalability. By making 
predictive analysis it allocates new data elements to one of labeled group. In the SVM algorithm, each data item 
will be pointed as n-dimensional space, where n is number of features. The value of each feature being the value 
of a particular coordinate. Then, classification will be done by finding the hyper-plane which discriminates the 
two classes. The points near to the hyper-plane called as support vectors. 

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm is non parametric estimation algorithm which is simple, easy-to-
implement. It can be used to solve classification and regression problems. It considers the relationship between 
new data and available data. Then it puts new data into the group which is similar to available group. K-NN is 
a non-parametric algorithm, means it does not make any estimates on original data.  
 
3 Experiment Results 
 

In this work all three emotions (Positive, Negative and Neutral) are analyzed using various time and frequency 
domain features. 
Accuracy among various frequency bands (theta, alpha, beta and gamma) has been compared using all 10 
channels. Results show that higher frequency bands beta and gamma performs superior in emotion classification. 
Large quantity of Gamma activity is associated to peace and naturally happy feeling. 
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Fig.4. Energy performance of Gamma and Beta frequency band increases for positive emotion. 
 

Previous research [Muhammad Adeel Asghar et.al.(2019), Mert et.al. (2018), Bhuvaneswari et.al. (2015)] says 
that, alpha band power is associated with relaxation, feeling of peaceful and positive effect. The Beta band power 
is associated with fast activity, attentive and busy mental activity accordingly beta power is more in Positive mind 
state.  

 

  
 

Fig. 5(a) Energy performance of Alpha frequency band increased in Neutral emotion. (b) Comparison of Hjorth parameter- Activity 
for various emotions 

 
Left region of brain in involved in positive emotions and right region is related to negative emotions. So for this 
research we work on asymmetry of Hjorth Parameters and various frequency band features by considering FP1-
FP2, F3-F4, T7-F8, P7-P8 and O1-O2 electrode pairs. 
Figure 6 presents classification accuracy of various regions of brain with FP1, FP2, F3, F4, T7, T8, P7, P8, O1 
and O2 electrodes. Here KNN gives superior classification accuracy. Maximum classification accuracy for Left 
anterior part of brain is 60.19% and for right anterior part it is 57.61% using KNN.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Classification accuracy of various brain regions 

 4. Conclusions  
 

The aim of this study was to classify various emotions like Positive, Negative and Neutral by fusion of various 
electrode pairs based on different brain regions. For this study, the publically available SEED database is used 
which consists of EEG data for three emotions and data was collected from 15 healthy subjects. 
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For emotion classification DWT was used to extract features from EEG signal, while SVM and k-NN are used as 
classifiers. Left and right anterior region of the brain reveals good classification accuracy. For this work, we have 
considered various statistical features and various time frequency domain features of EEG signals. From results 
it became apparent that DWT features give good classification accuracy 0f 71.52%. Also channel FP1 & FP2 
gives crest emotion classification accuracy. Also higher frequency bands like gamma and beta perform well for 
emotion categorization. 
As shown from the results, feature selection and channel selection are keys to obtain good classification accuracy. 
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